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How can table tennis players be sure they’re hitting the right spot during training? How can they improve their shot making? And how can they gauge their improvement over time? We are designing and implementing Memory Tennis, an enhanced table tennis practice table that projects a lasting image of the last place the ball struck on the vertical practice wall. Visualizing past impact locations lets players visually gauge their accuracy immediately and actively compensate for poor shots. Additionally, players can get statistics on past performance. The system can project targets for players to hit and act as a coaching program as players’ performance improves.

Our system involves a table tennis practice table where one-half of the table in the vertical position returns the player’s shots. We use a digital projector calibrated with the table’s vertical half, a digital video camera, and a vibration detector mounted on the table. When a ball strikes the wall, the vibration detector triggers the camera to photograph the wall. Our system processes the photograph and projects an image of the ball’s impact location onto the wall. The system can also project statistics during play. We designed it to be low cost, to minimize setup time, and to maximize portability.

We envisage that the system could work for many interactive games and sports, such as regular tennis, darts, and soccer.

For more information, contact Jonathan Hey at jono@berkeley.edu or Scott Carter at sacarter@cs.berkeley.edu.